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Problem

The Good News

- RISC-V target accepted into LLVM
- Successfully compiled thousands of Linux packages
- Overall high performance generated code
- Benefiting from LLVM’s target-independent optimizations
- Benchmark speed results similar to RISC-V GCC

The Bad News

- We still had cases of poor RISC-V code generation for various code patterns (e.g. simple expressions)
- These issues had gone unnoticed when we looked at the generated code for large programs and benchmarks
- How could we quickly find them?

Approach

- Project LongFruit: differential analysis of Clang vs GCC
- Python tool
- The simplest possible implementation that could work
- Custom random C code generator
- Recursive descent direct code generator
- Optimized for our needs (focuses on problematic areas)
- RISC-V assembly parser and instruction cost estimator
- Very simple cost model, based on instruction class (ALU, FPU, load/store, branch, etc.)
- Plumbing to: run the random C code generator; compile the source with both Clang and GCC; analyze the resulting assembly; compare the estimated costs; filter out uninteresting cases; run a code reducer on the source code; save each reduced case to a file

Results

- Very simple tool, but highly effective
- Finds candidate issues in a few seconds, reduces them in a few minutes
- Immediately found many cases of low-hanging fruit
- Manual triage reduced the initial batch to around a dozen independent issues.
- Code quality issues spanned a variety of categories.
- Resulted in multiple patches to address those issues.
- We still have a backlog of issues to address

Related Work


Example

- Inefficient use of offsets in loads and stores
- Poor constant materializations
- Unnecessary sign extensions
- Use of branches instead of comparison instructions
- Extraneous floating-point conversions
- Dead instructions

More examples:

https://github.com/lowRISC/longfruit